Product Technologist




Located – FPG Head Office Sydney (preferred but negotiable)
Flexible working arrangements
Fast-paced team environment

About us
Fresh Produce Group is one of Australia's largest and most innovative fresh produce providers. With offices on the
east and west coast of Australia, we employ over 200 people and distribute more than 40 produce categories. We
thrive on promoting a passionate work culture and reward employees with development opportunities and competitive
remuneration.
About the role
An opportunity has arisen to join our Technical Team as a Product Technologist. In this role you will be responsible for
supply chain technical management of product categories and reporting to key internal and external stakeholders.
Some key responsibilities of this role include:


Establishing strong technical relationships with customers and suppliers



Identifying and assessing supply chain risks and implementing risk minimisation strategies



Advising FPG management on innovation and potential new technology deployment



Providing biosecurity/market access analysis and logistics systems support



Contributing technical elements to new product development

About you
We are looking for someone who has a passion for fresh produce and is seeking an opportunity to both deploy and
advance their technical capabilities in this exciting and fast paced industry. This role will enable you the opportunity to
elevate your career skills and professional profile. To apply for this position we are looking for the following:
Essential


Relevant tertiary qualifications (e.g. horticulture/agriculture degree)



Experience in fresh produce supply chain quality assessment and postharvest management



Outstanding written and verbal communication skills



Outstanding attention to detail



Must be able to undertake national and international travel



Intermediate computer skills

Desirable


Experience in developing fresh produce supply chain Quality Assurance systems



Experience in a Product Technology related role

This is a great opportunity for someone to exercise all their skills in a supportive team and work in a leading business
that is innovative, energetic and can provide you with genuine career development.
If you believe you meet these criteria and want this opportunity - click 'APPLY NOW' and attach your cover letter and
a detailed resume addressing the criteria. Explain why you believe you are the person we are looking for.
In your application please respond to the following questions:


Are you eligible to work in Australia?



What are your strengths?



Why do you want to leave your current employment?



When are you available to begin employment?
www.freshproducegroup.com
20-7-16

